Abstract

The South American geopolitical importance in the plans of the United States and their idea of keeping the global hegemony is intrinsically related to their economical and commercial issues. There are some strategic resources like water and oil which are in short supply; these can be found in South America. U.S. is interested in declaring these mankind's resources property to be able to manage them in a long term basis by using the excuse of the of the environment destruction by its settlers. The main problems which may cause this destruction are related to cultural and human reasons; all of them have something to do with economical and social matters stating the way of behaving in a society and stimulate consumption through culture. This southern part of the continent which has paradoxically the biggest biodiversity is facing hunger and violence problems that make it remain in the group of developing nations or under developed. The leading south American countries are at a standstill, discussing nonsense ideas and forgetting human development, taking their countries to become commodities suppliers. There may be a war in order to solve all the problems that politicians have not been able to solve yet.
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